Body Massager
An evolution of power, Wand is everything you could want from a body
massager — waterproof, wireless and rechargeable, with unparalleled
vibrations. Wand was created to be the perfect fit for use together or on your
own, with an ergonomic shape, flexible head and playful attachments.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

SEAMLESS INTENSITY CONTROL

SMART SILENCE™

STAY CONNECTED

A completely ergonomic
design, flexible head and
playful attachments give
you a range of sensations
to explore.

The one-touch intensity
control acts like a dimmer
switch, keeping you in the
moment without distraction.

Smart Silence senses when
Wand is close to you — turning
the vibrations on when you’re

Wand comes equipped
with Bluetooth 5 and the
We-Connect™ app, which
lets either of you take control
with the touch of a screen
and includes long distance
connectivity — so you can
play together, even if
you’re apart.

you’re ready to stop, without
you having to fumble with
any buttons.

FEATURES

Powerful, rumbly vibrations
Intensify your pleasure with 10+ modes
and deep, rumbly vibrations.

Waterproof
Wand is 100% waterproof, making it easy to
enjoy anywhere and simple to clean.

Smart Silence™
Smart Silence senses when Wand is close
to your skin — turning the vibrations on

Cordless
All of the power you’d expect from a wand,
with no tangled cord to get in the way.

as you want to stop.
Seamless control
Joystick-inspired controls let you find the
precise sensation and intensity you want
with just one touch.
Ergonomic design
Easy to hold and adjust, curving gently for
the perfect angle and control, with a flexible
head that moves with you.
Universal head
Can be used with all standard wand
attachments.
Custom attachments
Includes two playful attachments for
alternate sensations — one fluttery and
focused, the other smooth and stroking.

PRODUCT SPECS

Vibrator battery
USB rechargeable lithium ion battery.
Run time
Up to 2 hours.

Dimensions
80 x 309 x 50 mm
Weight
1325 g

ORDER SPECS

80 mm

Materials
Body-safe silicone. Free from phthalates and
BPA and made without latex.

50 mm

HOW IT’S MEASURED

Rechargeable
Convenient and eco-friendly, Wand is
rechargeable with up to 2 hours of play on
a 90 minute charge.
Soft-touch silicone
Made with silky smooth silicone that’s soft
and gentle on your body.
Body-safe
Made with body-safe silicone, free from
phthalates and BPA and made without latex.
Advanced security
Bluetooth bonding prevents other signals
from disrupting your wireless connection.
We-Connect™
With the free We-Connect app, you can play
and share control of Wand from anywhere,
create custom vibes and play together with
other We-Vibe™ products.

VIBRATION MODES

Vibrate

Pulse

Wave

Cha-Cha

Tease

Ramp

Tempo

Massage

Step

Heartbeat

309 mm

AVAILABLE COLORS

SKU

UPC/EAN

Purple

SNWDSG4

00839289004948

SNWDSG4

Case Count

Case Weight

9 pcs per carton

12.6 kg
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